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Introduction.
Unfortunately I am running behind schedule this month, due to some unforeseen circumstances.
August is usually a slow month, most units shutting down for July and August so there is little to
report, hopefully this coming month things will improve.
I have been asked to see if I can find one of the KVA large crests that are on the back of the
windbreakers, we have a member who is interested in acquiring one,
Applications for the Korean War Veterans of Canada Scholarship closed for this year on August
31st, there were 26 applicants for this year’s award. The five successful applicants will be selected
in October.
The names of the deceased veterans for August were supplied by Dave Davidson, membership
chairman of the Heritage unit, Please ensure that you keep Dave informed on any deaths, and
changes of address. It is important that we keep the records up to date. The position of
membership chairman , is one of the most difficult in the association

Roll of Honour
Unit 7 Ottawa
Joseph A Crain RCCS died 20th August 2015
Unattached
Robert Truax

RCR

died 9th August 2015

Upcoming Events
November 10th

Turn to Busan
Hosted by the National Capital Unit, Unit 7
Commencing at 2000 hrs

Jean Pigott Room
Ottawa City Hall
Details can be obtained from Bill Black at verbil@sympatico.ca

On the Lighter Side
The Swindler
A newsboy was standing on the corner with a stack of papers yelling “Read all about it. Fifty people
swindled!, Fifty people swindled!”
Curious, a man walked over, bought a paper, and checked the front page. Finding nothing, the man
sail, “There’s nothing here about fifty people being swindled.”
The newsboy ignored him and went on , calling out >”Read all about it , Fifty-one people swindled
The Meaning of…
Adult: A person who has stopped growing at both ends and is now growing in the middle
Beauty Palour: A place where women curl up and dye.
Chickens: The only animal that you can eat before they are born and after they are dead
Committee: A body that keeps minutes and wastes hours
Dust: Mud with the juice squeezed out
Egotist: Someone who is usually me-deep in conversation
Handkerchief; Cold Storage
Inflation: Cutting money in half without damaging the paper
Mosquito: An insect that makes you like flies better
Raisin: A grape with sunburn
Secret: Something that you tell one person at a time
Toothache: The pain that drives you to extraction
Tomorrow: One of the greatest labor saving devices of today
Yawn: An honest opinion openly expressed.
Taken from “The Voice” newsletter of the Australian Korea War Veterans

